
Dear friends, 

It is our pleasure to inform you that we have made preliminary plans for our JEXCA Europe reunion 
2019. We wish to make it as memorable as possible; therefore, we decided to have it on a Ship 
cruising in the spectacular scenery of the famous Scandinavian archipelago. It will indeed be an 
enjoyable and relaxing cruise between the capital cities of Finland and Sweden; Helsinki and 
Stockholm. 

Our proposed plans are as follows: 

 Time frame for reunion: July 26 (from afternoon) till July 28 (before lunch), 2019. 
 Venue: Stockholm, Sweden. 

1)     Arrival at Ferry terminal (Stockholm): July 26 (14:00-15:00). 
2)     Boat cruise and onboard activities for all (July 26 evening till July 27). 
3)     Arrival at Helsinki port (July 27 morning, approximately by 10:00). 
4)     Sightseeing in Helsinki (July 27 whole day). 
5)     Back to ship in the evening & journey towards Stockholm (July 27) 
6)     Arrival in Stockholm (July 28, morning). 
7)     End of reunion (free to make your own planning). 

For more information about the cruise please visit the following websites: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKf4jyEU7n4 
https://www.tallinksilja.se 
https://www.vikingline.se/ 

One of the shipping lines will be chosen at the end. Mannan Mridha vai (4th intake) has taken 
initiative to do booking for all of us to get a better price deal. Details will be coming in due time. 

Please note that, July is very busy tourist month for the Nordic countries and we need to book ship 
journey & sightseeing in Helsinki within this busy period. Your cordial cooperation is the key to make 
it smooth and successful. Please inform us in well in advance about your participation by the end 
of May, 2018. At this stage, we need to know how many participants (adults and children with 
age) are coming so that we can make a preliminary reservation for the cruise to Helsinki. 

If you have more queries, please feel free to contact following persons: 

Mannan Mridha (4/186); mannan.mridha@sth. kth.se; mobile: +46737652435 
Masum Kabir(18/1005);  masum1005@ hotmail.com; mobile: +46760908167 
Istaq Ahmed(22/1214); istaq2000@ yahoo.com;  mobile: +46736897353. 
Atiqur Rahman(23/1262); atikrana@ gmail.com;  mobile: +46735818081 
Khalid Bin Hannan(36/1246); rommel4684@ gmail.com; mobile: +46730894323 

We are looking forward to seeing you in Stockholm. 

Sincerely yours, 

Organising committee on behalf of 

JEXCAITIES living in Sweden.  
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